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“AN IMPASSIONED AND INSIGHTFUL LOOK INTO THE HEART OF A TROUBLED BUT VITAL COUNTRY.

This is a history of Pakistan from the pen of a keen observer, whose own story represents Pakistan’s past and whose vision reflects its hope for the future.” —VALI NASR, New York Times best-selling author of The Dispensable Nation: American Foreign Policy in Retreat

“A VIVID NEW PERSPECTIVE... AT ONCE INTIMATE AND SWEEPING.” —DECLAN WALSH, New York Times Pakistan Bureau Chief

“ASTONISHINGLY DETAILED, WELL-RESEARCHED HISTORY brought to life by the addition of Mufti’s personal story and journalistic acumen.” —PUBLISHERS WEEKLY

“A BRILLIANT WORK...UNIQUELY REVEALING

...If you want to understand Pakistan and the Pakistani-American relationship, read this book.” —RYAN CROCKER, American Ambassador to Pakistan, 2004-2007

“THE RICH CULTURAL AND RELIGIOUS HISTORY OF PAKISTAN

...An undeniable visionary, Mufti insightfully glances back at Pakistan’s past and nods hopefully toward its precarious future.” —KIRKUS REVIEWS
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